Prototyping a global soft X-ray imaging instrument for heliophysics, planetary science, and astrophysics science
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We describe current progress in the development of a prototype wide field-of-view soft X-ray imager that employs Lobster-eye optics and targets heliophysics, planetary, and astrophysics science. The prototype will provide proof-of-concept for a future flight instrument capable of imaging the entire dayside magnetosheath from outside the magnetosphere. Such an instrument was proposed for the ESA AXIOM mission.
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1 Introduction

Soft X-ray emission from solar wind charge exchange (SWCX) recombination is ubiquitous throughout the solar system. It occurs in planetary atmospheres, comets, interplanetary space, the Earth’s exosphere, and likely in supernova remnants and other regions of astrophysical plasmas, making the study of charge exchange truly cross-disciplinary.

Heliophysics. A small fraction of the solar wind mass, momentum, and energy incident upon the terrestrial bow shock enters the Earth’s magnetosphere. However, this fraction powers the global magnetospheric disturbances known as geomagnetic storms. Because geomagnetic storms are responsible for some of the most severe space weather disturbances, accurate forecasts from global numerical simulations that incorporate the fundamental physics are essential. However, such predictive capability requires an instantaneous global view of the overall interaction. Although much has been learned from many years of in-situ spacecraft observations (e.g. Sibeck et al. 1991), these observations are isolated and sporadic. Only simultaneous global observations of the magnetosheath and magnetopause can provide the necessary input for global models (Collier et al. 2009, 2010). Because the solar wind encounters Earth’s neutral exosphere in the magnetosheath and cusps, regions that map out and provide boundary conditions for Earth’s magnetosphere, significant SWCX emission originates from these locations. Both observational evidence (e.g. Carter et al. 2010, 2011) and simulations (e.g. Robertson et al. 2006) show that SWCX soft X-ray imaging will provide this global imaging capability.

Planetary Science. The solar wind-planetary body interaction can be imaged at non-magnetized planets as well as at magnetized planets like Earth. Observations of global SWCX emission at Mars and Venus show that the soft X-ray emissions from both planets are similar in nature to those from Earth proving the feasibility of global terrestrial magnetosheath imaging and indicating that soft X-ray imaging from SWCX emission will be applicable to future planetary missions. The Chandra X-ray observatory in 2001 detected an X-ray halo around Mars due to SWCX (Holmström et al. 2001; Dennerl 2002; Gunell et al. 2004, 2005; Dennerl et al. 2006). Chandra observations in 2006 and 2007 reveal that the Venusian exosphere emits SWCX soft X-rays (Dennerl et al. 2006). Chandra observations in 2006 and 2007 reveal that the Venusian exosphere emits SWCX soft X-rays (Dennerl et al. 2006).

Astrophysics. The soft X-ray emission from charge exchange in the solar system (e.g. Koutroumpa et al. 2009; Robertson et al. 2009; Robertson and Cravens 2003) provides a very significant temporally, spatially, and spectrally varying foreground to all soft X-ray observations from every X-ray observatory. Understanding and modeling this foreground emission in detail is essen-
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tial for the correct interpretation of data from all Earth-orbiting soft X-ray observatories and for maximizing the return from the huge NASA, ESA, and JAXA investments in these missions (Porter et al. 2008). ROSAT, Chandra, XMM-Newton, and Suzaku have all lost significant observing time and errors in scientific interpretation have occurred due to our lack of understanding of this phenomenon (Kuntz 2009).

We report on the design, fabrication, and testing of a laboratory prototype instrument to globally image soft X-ray emission associated with the solar wind’s interaction with terrestrial and planetary neutral atoms to map solar wind densities around planets, including the location of the terrestrial magnetopause. Although observations with astrophysics telescopes of SWCX emission near Earth and around Mars and Venus demonstrate the feasibility of global imaging, they are not optimized for observing nearby objects with a wide field-of-view.

2 Lobster-Eye optics

Astrophysicists have developed a variety of instrument techniques for detecting soft X-rays. However, X-ray telescopes using conventional nested mirror optics are optimized for the study of relatively compact objects within a small field-of-view. The proximity and scale of the magnetopause is such that an X-ray camera designed to image it globally must employ an alternative wide area optic technology such as the micropore (Lobster-Eye) optics design developed by the University of Leicester (Brunton et al. 1997; Fraser et al. 2002) which delivers both wide field-of-view and low mass. The design employs slumped microchannel plates (MCPs) with square channel cross-sections called micropore reflectors (MPRs). The pore sizes on these MPRs are typically 20 or so microns on a side. The square pores provide an array of channels that approximates a Kirkpatrick/Baez system (Kirkpatrick & Baez 1948), but in a small area, increasing the reflecting surface visible to the source and thus the effective area of an optic of a given size. Internal reflections from two orthogonal walls of the square cross-section channel reverse the direction of the two components of the ray’s velocity. By slumping the micropore reflector such that the channel axes are perpendicular to the surface of a sphere, the optic will focus X-rays from infinity to an image surface positioned at half the sphere’s radius.

Figure 1 shows an example of how an instrument using micropore reflectors images the magnetosheath on the focal plane by following two points from the source (A) and (C) onto the focal plane at points (B) and (D) through the reflective micropore X-ray assembly (E, composed of many tiles shown in the right hand insets) (Price 2001). The focusing properties of the MPR are shown conceptually in inset (F). The divergent beams from points (A) and (C) illuminate the entire optic, but only small angle scattering from the source contributes to the image at points (B) and (D). The reflectivity of an individual pore in the MPR decreases as a function of angle, shown by shading on the convergent beam to points (B) and (D). The angles are exaggerated for clarity.

Currently micropore reflectors are a possible choice for the optics of the Advanced Telescope for High Energy Astrophysics (Bavdaz et al. 2011). In planetary missions, the micropore optics design will be flown by the University of Leicester as the focusing element of the Mercury Imaging X-ray Spectrometer (MIXS) on the upcoming BepiColombo mission (Fraser et al. 2010; Martindale et al. 2009). The MIXS STM (Structural Thermal Model) has undergone vibration testing, and the optics have successfully passed this vibration testing phase.

3 Prototype optics assembly

The instrument optics element consists of an array of curved micropore reflectors similar to that shown in (E) of Fig. 1. This panel illustrates a slumped micropore reflector and the
Fig. 2 (online colour at: www.an-journal.org) The $3 \times 3$ optics holder accommodates up to nine 4 cm $\times$ 4 cm micropore reflectors with about a 9.2° field-of-view, side-to-side.

We procured from Photonis Corporation\textsuperscript{1} 4 cm $\times$ 4 cm slumped micropore reflectors for the prototype. These reflectors have a 75 cm radius of curvature and a 37.5 cm focal length. The currently-tested micropore reflectors are uncoated, although we hope to test reflectors coated with platinum soon.

On top of one of the micropore reflectors, Luxel Corporation\textsuperscript{2} bonded a filter constructed of a 2179 Angstrom polyimide layer for UV suppression and a 307 Angstrom aluminium layer for visible suppression. The micropore reflectors serve as a convenient "mesh" for supporting the filter, and this approach proved superior to the standard practice of mounting the filters on a nickel mesh above the detector plane by eliminating the transmission lost to the mesh.

To evaluate how robust the bond between the UV filter and the micropore reflector is to thermal cycling, we performed ten thermal cycles on the filter-bonded MPR using a vacuum oven. The total time the MPR spent above $37.8^\circ$C was 325 hours 48 minutes. The maximum temperature measured by a thermocouple on the MPR was $185.8^\circ$C. This maximum temperature was held for 21 hours 6 minutes. No visible change in the UV filter or MPR was detected nor was there any evidence of a change in subsequent testing.

A micropore optics holder, shown in Fig. 2, was machined to the shape of a portion of a 75 cm radius sphere. The holder was then populated with the 75 cm radius of curvature micropore reflector bonded with the filter in the center surrounded by eight aluminium blanks machined to the same shape and size as the micropore reflectors on the periphery. A thin mask holds the micropore reflector and blanks in place. The aluminium optics holder and mask are black anodized for stray light suppression.

4 Prototype electronics

The prototype soft X-ray camera has been designed, built, and tested. It is a self-contained instrument with an anode board, preamplifier and peak-hold board, Low Voltage Power Supply (LVPS) board, and High Voltage Power Supply (HVPS) board, as well as the optics and housing. With improved venting, some modifications to the peak-hold board, the addition of a Command and Data Handling (C&DH) board, and calibration, the instrument will be flight-capable.

The detector plane, shown in Fig. 3 mounted on top of the electronics box, consists of a position sensing wedge-and-strip anode board below a chevron configuration microchannel plate stack coated with KBr for improved soft X-ray sensitivity.

The wedge and strip anode design measures the position at which an X-ray photon hits the detector plane which has a circular 75 mm diameter active area. To do this it uses the ratio of the amplitudes of two pulses from the wedges which determine the location in one spatial dimension and the ratio of the amplitudes of two pulses from the strips which determine the location in the other spatial dimension. The measured resolution of the position sensing system is close to two millimeters (FWHM). The four raw signals whose amplitudes define the position at which the X-ray photon hit the MCP stack are processed by a peak-hold/preamplifier board that produces square wave output signals proportional to the amplitude of the raw pulses. These square wave signals are subsequently analyzed by a LabView-based GSE (Ground Support Equipment). Some of the LabView functionality will be replaced by the FPGA on the C&DH board.

An HVPS board using an EMCO Corporation\textsuperscript{3} C50 supply controlled by a 0-5 Volt analog voltage supplies the high voltage applied to the microchannel plate stack. The specific output voltages required for each stage in the MCP stack are
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The integrated instrument prototype with the optics assembly at the front and the electronics box in the back. The electronics box holds the anode, peak-hold, LVPS, and HVPS boards.

The camera is powered by an unregulated 28 Volts supplied by a nine pin MDM connector. The 28 Volts is fed directly into the DC-DC converter board. This board which employs two Virginia Power Technology\textsuperscript{4} converters and a filter produces the required voltages, 12V and 5V, to power the HVPS and peak-hold boards as well as the eventual C&DH board and its FPGA.

5 Prototype integration and test

Figure 4 shows the integrated instrument prototype. The housing and electronics box are aluminium plated with gold iridite. Vents will be added to the electronics box and the instrument housing along with a purge fitting for dry nitrogen. Table 1 lists the current prototype resources.

For testing, two 3 foot full nipples (i.e. tubes with flanges at both ends) were mounted to a 2.75 inch conflat flange on a vacuum chamber large enough to accommodate the full instrument shown in Fig. 4 to create a six foot beam tube for testing purposes. The vacuum system with the instrument inside achieved vacuum levels in the $10^{-7}$ Torr range. A gate valve with a Be window on the end of the beam tube allowed instrument testing with an 85 microcurie Fe\textsuperscript{55} source.

One of the characteristics of the micropore reflector is the generation of a cruciform pattern on the detector plane. Although the six foot beam tube is not long enough to generate rays sufficiently parallel to provide a true test of the optics and the Fe\textsuperscript{55} test source generates 6 keV (hard rather than soft) X-rays, we still observe a cross-like pattern on the position-sensing anode.

Figure 5 shows an example measured point spread function from one screen of the LabView GSE. The vertical stripes in the horizontal strip direction result from the periodicity of the strips. Future work will include testing the integrated instrument with soft X-rays and with a longer beam tube to produce X-ray beams that are more parallel to provide better characterization of the optics.

6 Conclusion

The development of a prototype soft X-ray camera represents an important milestone in establishing a global magnetosheath imaging capability. This instrument demonstrates proof-of-concept in the laboratory and could fly with some planned modifications on an orbital or sub-orbital platform. A soft X-ray camera will play a central role on a future mission, such as the ESA AXIOM mission (Branduardi-Raymont et al. 2011).
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